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Plan for today
1. Intros

2. How we got here – the role of AI in newsrooms 

3. The generative AI revolution

4. Implementation - 10 x tips

5. Looking Ahead – 6 x areas to watch

6. Q&A



I know it’s the end of a long day…
But hopefully, that sounds good!



Intros:
 - You and your paper(s)
 - Do you use AI? If so, how? 



The role of AI in 
newsrooms

This technology pre-dates the current generative AI buzz



But first, some definitions

AI is a “collection of ideas, technologies, and 
techniques that relate to a computer system’s 
capacity to perform tasks normally requiring 
human intelligence.” 

Generative AI is a subfield within machine 
learning “that involves the generation of new 
data, such as text, images, or code, based on a 
given set of input data.” 

LSE ‘23 Report



Been in use for longer 
than you might think…





10 x examples…



1. Routine/formulaic reporting
• Earnings reports

• Sports

• Traffic updates

• House sales

• New company registrations

• Weather 

• … and more!
 

AP uses automation to produce nearly 4,500 stories 
covering U.S. corporate earnings each quarter.



2. A/B testing, homepage placement 

• Sophi.io, which uses social, retention and engagement data to 
measure the performance of the articles.

• Information is used to assist in programming the homepage and 
key landing pages. 

• According to Sonali Verma, Deputy Head of Audience at the Globe, 
it places 99% of the content – only the top three slots are 
manually programmed by homepage editors.



3. Programmatic advertising (90%+ of all digital display ads)



4. Dynamic paywalls



5. Transcription 



6. Predictive analytics



7. Content generation

ARLnow, already has an automated daily afternoon newsletter that 
includes story headlines, excerpts, photos, and links sent to about 16,000 
subscribers. 

Recently launched an automated morning newsletter. 



8. Alerts

• Quake Bot at LA Times

• Stock market shifts at WSJ (pings reporter in Slack)



“Gender bot”
• Dagens Nyheter or DN, Sweden's largest daily 

newspaper, which aspires to full national and 
international coverage and positions itself as 
"independent liberal," has developed a so-called 
"gender robot" in order to promote equality.

• "Genusroboten" or "gender robot" is an app that 
informs the staff on how gender equal their texts have 
been by sending notifications with analysis on a monthly 
basis. The analysis is based on the number of referrals 
to men and women. (2018)

• “It’s not just an altruistic response to the equality 
gap: research shows a positive correlation between 
stories that include quotes from women and higher 
rates of engagement with female readers – an 
untapped market.”

Elisabeth Gamperl, Managing Editor, Digital 
Storytelling Unit, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Munich

9. Content analysis



10. Personalization and Recommendations



And more! 
e.g. Generation of headlines, SEO, 

tags, AI-driven fact-checking, 

article summaries, chatbots... 



AI USE ISN’T NEW. 
IT’S JUST EVOLVING. 

FAST.



The Generative AI revolution



When was ChatGPT released?



November 2022



Generative AI remains the industry hot topic of 2024

"A tsunami is coming, we can either 
ride it or get wiped out by it.” 

Nicholas Carlson 
Insider global editor-in-chief



New tools rapidly emerging, being updated and used





5 things to note
Developments and data  

from the year to date



1. Audiences ARE WARY

“Despite the flood of trade press, the US 
public is largely either unaware of 
generative AI or mistrustful of it: Just 30% 
of US adults have heard or read anything 
about ChatGPT, and only 10% regard its 
output as "very trustworthy," according to 
Morning Consult.”

https://www.businessinsider.com/chatgpt-and-ai-media-and-
advertising-use-cases-set-2023-may



2. A new generation of DEEP FAKES



“While there are deep 
concerns about trust 

and about the 
protection of intellectual 
property, publishers can 
also see advantages in 

making their businesses 
more efficient and more 
relevant for audiences.”

3. 
Publishers 

see potential 
benefits



4. Impacting hiring 

e.g. Zach Seward appointed Editorial Director 
of A.I. Initiatives at the New York Times

• “One of Zach’s first responsibilities will be to work with 
newsroom leadership to establish principles for how we 
do and do not use generative A.I.” 

• “Zach will build a small team in the newsroom to 
experiment with generative A.I. tools and prototype 
ideas. 

• He will help design training programs for curious 
journalists and will partner with colleagues across the 
company to determine where to incorporate generative 
A.I. tools into our publishing tools and digital products. 

• He will track the industry’s quickly shifting landscape to 
help ensure that The Times keeps pace as the internet 
evolves along with users’ habits and reader 
expectations.”



AND YET…

Up to 74% of the media leaders  
surveyed in September 2023 by the 
Reuters Institute said that generative AI 
will help newsrooms increase 
productivity without changing the 
essence of journalism. 

Only 21% said it will fundamentally 
change every role in the newsroom.



5. Creative partners also using AI



PR professional’s views look rather familiar…

Issues Concerns

Most companies don’t have an AI policy in place Younger/newer PR pros don’t learn the principles of 
the profession and reply too heavily on tools

PR pros that have an AI policy tend to stick to it PR people use unscrutinized AI output and lower 
the quality of conversations

Most employees say their company does not offer 
AI training

Clients/firms think they don’t need content creators 
anymore

Brands want to know when their agencies use AI Audiences get overwhelmed with so much content 
it’s harder to reach them or stand out

Agencies aren’t always disclosing their AI use



Muck Rack State of Journalism report

• 28% of journalists reported using the technology. 

• Another 20% plan to explore it, but mostly for behind-
the-scenes tasks like brainstorming and research.

• Media orgs are slow to establish AI usage guidelines and 
policies - nearly 60% report their newsroom has no AI 
policy + concerns of disinformation continue to loom.

Do you plan to explore generative AI, like 
Chat GPT or DALL-E, in your workflow?



IMPLEMENTATION 
10 x TIPS



“AI WILL RESHAPE THE MEDIA 
LANDSCAPE, AND THE ORGANIZATIONS 
THAT USE IT CREATIVELY WILL THRIVE.”

Louise Story, Nieman Lab (21 September 2023)

At The New York Times, she co-authored the Innovation Report and ran the live video unit,
 and at The Wall Street Journal, she led content and product strategy



You need a strategy…

1. Ascertain why you are doing this + KPIs





FOMO… ADOPTION LOWER THAN 
YOU MIGHT THINK

LSE survey from last summer (105 news and media orgs in 46 countries)

• Four in ten news orgs have not greatly changed their approach to AI  since 2019

• However, 80% expect an increase in the use of AI in their newsrooms; and 

• 73% believe generative AI tools present new opportunities for journalism

• 85% have experimented with generative AI technology to varying degrees so far. 

• 90% of respondents said AI of some kind was being used in their newsroom for 
news production (such as fact-checking, proofreading and writing summaries), 
80% for news distribution (for example, content personalisation and 
recommendation, text-to-speech tools and social media posting), and 75% for 
newsgathering (trend detection and news discovery or tools like transcription and 
extracting text from images)



2. Alongside having a 
strategy, you also 
need clear guidelines 
for usage…



Key themes

• Oversight

• Transparency (e.g. labels)

• Banned vs. Allowed uses

• Accountability and Responsibility

• Privacy and Confidentiality

• Cautious Experimentation

• Strategic Use

• Training

• Bias



3. Be transparent with your audience

• When/where content is 
produced using AI

• Publication of AI guidelines 
e.g., Associated Press, The 
Guardian, Wired, Insider

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/link.axios.com/click/32475572.10733/aHR0cHM6Ly9hcG5ld3MuY29tL2FydGljbGUvYXJ0aWZpY2lhbC1pbnRlbGxpZ2VuY2UtZ3VpZGVsaW5lcy1hcC1uZXdzLTUzMmI0MTczOTVkZjZhOWUyYWVkNTdmZDYzYWQ0MTZhP3V0bV9zb3VyY2U9bmV3c2xldHRlciZ1dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9jYW1wYWlnbj1uZXdzbGV0dGVyX2F4aW9zbWVkaWF0cmVuZHMmc3RyZWFtPXRvcA/5baff3edcac67b2fba767b53Bd01bcc71__;!!C5qS4YX3!FWnDpz_F0Z4Yr3CwLwxuCMqStE2sQCIEJx8HPNWl17Jey5YkV8AeCz6Vuu0ZplcWYmLA214s_ncc$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/link.axios.com/click/32475572.10733/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudGhlZ3VhcmRpYW4uY29tL2hlbHAvaW5zaWRlZ3VhcmRpYW4vMjAyMy9qdW4vMTYvdGhlLWd1YXJkaWFucy1hcHByb2FjaC10by1nZW5lcmF0aXZlLWFpP3V0bV9zb3VyY2U9bmV3c2xldHRlciZ1dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9jYW1wYWlnbj1uZXdzbGV0dGVyX2F4aW9zbWVkaWF0cmVuZHMmc3RyZWFtPXRvcA/5baff3edcac67b2fba767b53Bb494472d__;!!C5qS4YX3!FWnDpz_F0Z4Yr3CwLwxuCMqStE2sQCIEJx8HPNWl17Jey5YkV8AeCz6Vuu0ZplcWYmLA26h0EeAA$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/link.axios.com/click/32475572.10733/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudGhlZ3VhcmRpYW4uY29tL2hlbHAvaW5zaWRlZ3VhcmRpYW4vMjAyMy9qdW4vMTYvdGhlLWd1YXJkaWFucy1hcHByb2FjaC10by1nZW5lcmF0aXZlLWFpP3V0bV9zb3VyY2U9bmV3c2xldHRlciZ1dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVtYWlsJnV0bV9jYW1wYWlnbj1uZXdzbGV0dGVyX2F4aW9zbWVkaWF0cmVuZHMmc3RyZWFtPXRvcA/5baff3edcac67b2fba767b53Bb494472d__;!!C5qS4YX3!FWnDpz_F0Z4Yr3CwLwxuCMqStE2sQCIEJx8HPNWl17Jey5YkV8AeCz6Vuu0ZplcWYmLA26h0EeAA$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/link.axios.com/click/32475572.10733/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cud2lyZWQuY29tL2Fib3V0L2dlbmVyYXRpdmUtYWktcG9saWN5Lz91dG1fc291cmNlPW5ld3NsZXR0ZXImdXRtX21lZGl1bT1lbWFpbCZ1dG1fY2FtcGFpZ249bmV3c2xldHRlcl9heGlvc21lZGlhdHJlbmRzJnN0cmVhbT10b3A/5baff3edcac67b2fba767b53Bcc6f304e__;!!C5qS4YX3!FWnDpz_F0Z4Yr3CwLwxuCMqStE2sQCIEJx8HPNWl17Jey5YkV8AeCz6Vuu0ZplcWYmLA25UF1nR7$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/link.axios.com/click/32475572.10733/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuYXhpb3MuY29tLzIwMjMvMDQvMTMvaW5zaWRlcnMtbmV3c3Jvb20td2lsbC1zdGFydC1leHBlcmltZW50aW5nLXdpdGgtYWk_dXRtX3NvdXJjZT1uZXdzbGV0dGVyJnV0bV9tZWRpdW09ZW1haWwmdXRtX2NhbXBhaWduPW5ld3NsZXR0ZXJfYXhpb3NtZWRpYXRyZW5kcyZzdHJlYW09dG9w/5baff3edcac67b2fba767b53Bee119ee8__;!!C5qS4YX3!FWnDpz_F0Z4Yr3CwLwxuCMqStE2sQCIEJx8HPNWl17Jey5YkV8AeCz6Vuu0ZplcWYmLA28ZFaWcR$






Adobe's Firefly model can now be used in Photoshop to edit images. Source: Adobe

Via Knight First Amendment Institute

https://news.adobe.com/news/news-details/2023/Adobe-Unveils-Future-of-Creative-Cloud-with-Generative-AI-as-a-Creative-Co-Pilot-in-Photoshop-default.aspx/default.aspx


• We do not publish stories with text generated by AI

• We do not publish text edited by AI either

• We may try using AI to suggest headlines or text for short social media posts

• We may try using AI to generate story ideas

• We may experiment with using AI as a research or analytical tool

• We may publish AI-generated images or video, but only under certain conditions

• We specifically do not use AI-generated images instead of stock photography

• We or the artists we commission may use AI tools to spark ideas

Source: https://www.wired.com/about/generative-ai-policy/





Have fun with it!

Last year, Italian newspaper Il Foglio announced 
a challenge for its readers: for 30 days starting in 
the second week of March, it will publish short 
texts written by AI in its daily edition.

Readers who can correctly identify each text over 
a week are eligible to win a free subscription and 
a bottle of champagne.

https://www.ilfoglio.it/
https://www.ilfoglio.it/tecnologia/2023/03/07/news/chatgpt-sul-foglio-per-30-giorni-piccoli-testi-scritti-dall-ia-sul-nostro-giornale-5029973/


4. Copyright and IP protection



Learn from past mistakes

That means not getting into bed 
with tech companies on the 
promise that a revenue model will 
be worked out down the line. 

“We cannot rely on someone else’s 
platform to build our business.”

Juan Señor, President 
of Innovation Media Consulting



What you can do

1. Opt out - use the OpenAI Data Opt-Out 
Request form 

2. Block OpenAI's web crawler "GPTBot" via 
the robots.txt file

3. Flag in your Ts&Cs - NYT updated its terms of 
service on Aug. 3 to forbid using Times content in "training a 
machine learning or artificial intelligence (AI) system.”

4. License your content – ala AP, need for consortia 
esp. for smaller players

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1t2y-arKhcjlKc1I5ohl9Gb16t6Sq-iaybVFEbLFFjaI/viewform?ts=63cec7c0&edit_requested=true
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1t2y-arKhcjlKc1I5ohl9Gb16t6Sq-iaybVFEbLFFjaI/viewform?ts=63cec7c0&edit_requested=true
https://the-decoder.com/here-is-how-to-block-openai-from-using-your-web-content-for-chatgpt/
https://the-decoder.com/here-is-how-to-block-openai-from-using-your-web-content-for-chatgpt/
https://help.nytimes.com/hc/en-us/articles/115014893428-Terms-of-Service
https://help.nytimes.com/hc/en-us/articles/115014893428-Terms-of-Service


By the end of 2023, 48% of the most widely used news 
websites across ten countries were blocking Openai’s crawlers. 
A smaller number, 24%, were blocking Google’s AI crawler.



See you in court

• On February 28 2024, The Intercept, the 
progressive news sites Raw Story and 
AlterNet, filed lawsuits claiming OpenAI 
had used their stories to train ChatGPT 
without permission or compensation. 

• Comes two months after The New York 
Times filed a landmark case in U.S. 
Federal District Court. 

• The Times was the first major American 
media company to sue OpenAI for 
infringing on its copyright in training 
their GPT large language models (LLMs).



5. Managing culture change
Norway’s leading newspaper Verdens Gang has 
incorporated AI-generated summaries of human-
written stories. 

“That minimizes the risk of things like 
hallucinations and could be a good way to 
introduce the technology to newsrooms because 
journalists may be more receptive to using AI for 
mundane tasks”, INMA’s Paula Felps argues.





6. New roles, skills, 
workflows and beats





7. Only going to become a bigger labor issue
“If such technology involves the use of artificial intelligence (AI), including machine 

learning or deep learning, it shall be limited to supplementing the collection, 
organization, recording or maintenance of information…”

“AI shall not be used to perform work 
that is editorial in nature, including but 

not limited to the interpretation or 
analysis of information, communications 

with sources or generation of news 
content or illustrations.”

APP-MCJ Guild and the AP News Guild



8. Understand – 
and manage risks

• Generative AI isn’t full-
proof (CNET, MSN, Gannett) 

• Typically, still requires 
editing, proofing etc.

• A lot of generated images 
are just plain weird! 



A 2023 LSE study found that 
82% of news organizations 
have drafted guidelines to 
address key challenges, 
focusing on ethical impact, 
legal issues, and industry 
dynamics.





9. Understand changing consumer habits

“As a news industry, we have to be 
hyper-aware of changes in audience or 

consumer expectation.

The media industry has been left behind 
by previous technological changes.”



10. Innovation + do something new!

“Rather than focusing on how to get AI to do all the 
things human reporters do, why not make new types of 
content that will engage readers, but that are beyond 

what your human teams can create?”

Louise Story in Nieman Lab



HTTPS://AIPORTRAIT.WSJ.COM/



TIME asked AI to 
generate news quizzes 
based on their archives

Open the QR code 
to have a go!



LOOKING AHEAD
6X THINGS TO KEEP AN EYE ON



1. Search is dead. 
Long live search.



2. Some jobs will go, some will be created



A quarter of global chief executives 
expect the deployment of 
generative artificial intelligence to 
lead to headcount reductions of at 
least 5 percent this year, according 
to a survey unveiled as world and 
business leaders gathered in 
Davos, Switzerland.

Media and entertainment, 
banking, insurance, and 
logistics lead the way.



3. Differentiation, expertise, niches, 
more important than ever



”

“ Forward-thinking news organisations will be looking 
to build unique content and experiences that can’t 
be easily replicated by AI.

These might include curating live news, deep 
analysis, human experiences that build connection, 
as well as longer audio and video formats that 
might be more defensible than text.

—Journalism, Media, and Technology Trends and Predictions 2024, page 39



”

“ “I think the more we’ll be seeing AI-generated stuff, the 
more we will appreciate real, human, creative work,” says 
Washington Post reporter Drew Harwell. 

“There’s nothing really replicating good, human writing.”



4. Growing concerns about misinformation 
(especially in an election year)







AI-generated image used by Amnesty International 
to illustrate police brutality. Source: The Guardian

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/may/02/amnesty-international-ai-generated-images-criticism


Opportunity to stress 
value and importance 

of journalism



5. Regulation and self-regulation

• Xxxx

• Unions and writers strike



6. Risk of over-reliance + deskilling



"ChatGPT is not a journalist. 
You are responsible for the accuracy, fairness, 

originality, and quality of every word in your stories."



TLDR

1. Embrace change > AI is inevitable (and that’s fine), won’t work for everything

2. More content – more noise = Differentiation opportunity for trusted sources/brands

3. Verification, trust, voice and objectivity; areas publishers should lean into 

4. Develop your AI beat(s), incl. verification and misinformation skills

5. Understand risks (inaccuracy, subscriptions, loss of IP, need to label) 



AI IS ALREADY 
HAVING AN 

IMPACT… AND IS 
HERE TO STAY





“…These days, being a journalist shares 
at least one quality with being a shark.

If you‘re not moving 
forward, it's over.”

Margaret Sullivan



THANKS FOR LISTENING!

Q&A

Contact me


